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ABSTRACT

Radiation vulcanization of NBR based composites were prepared whereby
polytetrafluoroethylene, PTFE scrap was utilized as additive. The thermal property of
composits, using TGA technique was investigated as a function of irradiation dose as
well as the degree of loading with Teflon scarp . Moreover, the effect of gasoline
solvent of varying content of toluene on the swelling characteristics of prepared
composites has been followed up at 100 °C whereby, the irradiation dose was kept at
100 kGy. It was found that due to incorporation of PTFE powder , the solid
composites obtained possess good thermal stability as well as swelling resistance. The
best swelling resistance was obtained for the gasoline which does not contains toluene.
The prepared rubber composites would be recommended for manufacturing rubber
articls characterized by having self-lubricating property used as rubber seals under
static condition, that may be at temperatures as high as IGO'C .

Key Words : Polytetrafluoroethylene Scrap / Nitrite Butadiene Rubber /Thermal properties /
Swelling / Fuels.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that gamma rays degraded PTFE powder cannot be used as material because of
its lower mechanical strength. However, various characteristics of PTFE such as the lubrication quality
, non-adhesiveness, heat stability, chemical stability and non-flammability were not changed by this
radiation recycling treatment Furthermore, the process gives an excellent dispersive character to waste
PTFE by making the fine particles of lower molecular weight'0. Engineering plastics such as
polyacetal, polyester, and polystyrene have excellent characteristics such as high hardness, stiffness and
anti-compression deformation. However, they also have a disadvantage in large frictional resistance on
friction surfaces. The lubrication property of engineering plastics increases remarkably with the addition
of 10-20% PTFE wax.. With die use of mixture of engineering plastics and PTFE wax as a raw
materiats.various machine parts such as gears, bearing, ball joints, and sockets with very low frictional
properties can be produced cheaply. By coating PTFE wax on the surface of rubbers and plastics and
metals an extremely thin film (10-30 um)with an excellent antistatic property is formed on their surface.
The materials is coated by spraying with the mixture on binder, resins, powdered PTFE wax and
solvent. . The coated materials is heated to evaporate the solvent and cured, and thus the surface of the
material becomes very smooth. Hardness and lubrication of the surface can be adjusted by changing the
type and composition of the mixture. Also, by spraying the PTFE wax on to the inside surface of a
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mould, cast plastics and rubber can be easily released from the mould in the plastic and rubber
processing, inks and paints with excellent lubrication can be obtained by adding the PTFE wax(1).

From the literature survey, it is apparent that, PTFE powder used with engineering plastics or
as a coating surface for rubber and plastics and no attention paid for using PTFE powder as additive for
rubber. In this article, PTFE will be used as additive for NBR rubber. The effect of PTFE powder on
the properties of NBR will be focused on their solvent as well as heat resistance .

MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Polyacrylonitrile butadiene rubber (KRYNAC) 40.50 (Bayer Fiber,Organic,Rubber Division
Germany), N,N Methylene diacrylamide (MD) (Riedel - de Haen Germany), Phenyl -p
Naphthylamine (PpN) (Bayer .Germany), PTFE Scrap(2) ( SEALOL- EGYPT) Ameria, and TEEG
company , Mohandiseen, Cairo, Egypt, ZnO -Stearic acid(3) system of commercial grade (China)

Fuels:- Fuel A: Commercial gasoline (iso-octane 90 % vol. + n heptane 10 % vol.), Fuel B : 70
volume % of Fuel A+ 30 volume % of toluene, Fuel C : 60 volume % of Fuel A + 40 volume % of
toluene, Fuel D : 50 volume % of fuel A+ 50 volume % of toluene . The toluene used in fuels B, C and
D is of industrial grade toluene from EL Nasr pharmaceutical chemicals Co. Cairo, Egypt. Moreover,
the used gasoline has been obtained from Kaltex fuel station.

Table (1) Ingredient of composites

Ingredients

Raw NBR

PTFE powder scrap

Phenyl p-Naphthyl amine

N'N'Methylene diacrylamide

ZnO-Stearic acid

phr

100

20-100

1

10

5-1

Use

Synthetic rubber

Filler

Antioxidant

crosslinking agent

Activator

Effect of fuels on NBR(4)

The irradiated samples to 100 kGy in triplicates were weighed out in air to the nearest mg (Mi
). They were then transferred to a flask 2/3 filled with the different reference fuels, to be mentioned
specifically later. The flask with its contents was then connected to condenser. Heating has been
carried out at 100°C for different time periods, namely, 22 , 46, 70 and 94 hours. After that, the flask
was allowed to cool to room temperature. The samples were then plotted lightly with filter paper to
remove remain liquid fuels. They were then reweighed again accurately (M 2 ) .

The percentage change in weight was then calculated using the following equation:
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Mi - M2
Change in weighty % ) = xlOO (1)

Mi
where

Mi = initial weight of specimen

M2 = final weight of specimen

Thermogravimetric analysis measurements

The thermal behavior of samples was tested by applying the Thermogravimetric Analysis (
TGA) technique using a TG - 50 instrument from Shimadzu (Japan) with a heating rate of 10 °C / min
and heating range from room temperature up to 600 °C. Measurement were carried out under inert
atmosphefe of nitrogen gas. The weight of samples ranged from 3 to 5 mg.

Empirical analysis of TGA measurements.

Doyle(5;i proposed an index of thermal stability of single component polymeric system in terms
of its decomposition temperatures called " integral procedural decomposition temperature " ( i p d t ) ,
which is based on TGA measurements.

The TGA curve is integrated on the basis of total experimentally accessible temperature range
from initial test temperature up to ~ 650 °C .

The integration is accomplished quickly and easily by copying the curve and the outlines on paper, then
cutting out and weighing the pieces on analytical balance, then TA* is calculated according the following
equation:

TA* = ( Tm - T . ) A* + To

whereby

TA* the characteristic end -of- volatilization temperature

Tm end of the test temperature

To initial test temperature

A*

(2)

I

Tm Temperature To

(curve area) equal the weight of all crosshatched region divided by the total rectangular plotting
area.

The value of (ipdt •) temperature value is calculated according the following equation:

ipdt = ( T m - T o ) A* K* + To (3)

whereby

K* (curve area) equal the weight of doubly crosshatched region in the same figure divided by the
rectangular area bounded by TA* and the residual weight fraction at the fixed end -of- test temperature.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Thermogravimetric properties

Polymeric materials, whether as such or as composite are used frequently in several application
at elevated temperature . Hence, gaining information about their thermal stability under such kind of
application is beneficial and necessary under such circumstances. Moreover, it would be expected that
fillers would probably have some effects on the thermal stability of polymers as well as their
composites. Therefore, assessment of the effect of temperature has been carried out in this
investigation. especially when reference is taken into consideration that NBR is being used in
manufacturing oil seals in machines operating at high temperatures.

The thermo-analyticai method used is the thermogravimetric analysis TGA, and the
measurement have been carried out under inert atmosphere of nitrogen gas on samples that weighed 3 *
and 5 mg. Heating has been carried out at a rate of 10 °C/min and the range of heating was from
room temperature up to ~650°C. The thermogravimetric data presented in Fig.(l). show the variation
of residual weight fraction %, (RWF % ) as a measure of the weight loss of samples, as a function of
heating temperature for PTFE unloaded and unirradiated NBR samples as well as unloaded but
irradiated NBR samp'. •: • • aereby a dose of 100 kGy has been applied. It may be observed that the two
thermograms obtained are relatively comparable and are characterized by being single stepped.
Moreover, it can be seen that thermogram corresponding to unvulcanized sample has experienced some
weight loss in the temperature range from ~ 150 °C to ~ 400°C, with respect to vulcanized sample. This
is probably due to decomposition of some additives such as organic functional monomers e.g. MD,
which are supposed to act as coagents on irradiation . On raising the temperature higher than ~ 400 °C
the RWF % values for the two thermograms show a sudden drop and then start leveling off in a plateau
at temperature of ~500°C. The sudden drop occurring in RWF % at 450 ± 50 °C may be attributed to
decomposition of the main constituent of composite, namely, the rubber matrix.

Figure (2) shows the data obtained for the variation of RWF % as a function of heating
temperature for radiation vulcanized and neat PTFE loaded rubber composites, whereby the degree of
loading lies between 20 and 100 phr. The thermogram corresponding to the unloaded but radiation
vulcanized sample is also included as reference. It can be seen that the thermograms obtained for
loaded composites are two stepped thermograms indicating that two distinct pyrolysis processes have
taken place on heating the composite. The first sharp drop in the values of RWF % corresponding to
the first step may be attributed to the decomposition of the rubber component of the composite.
Compared with the reference, it may be observed that it has shifted to a higher temperature range
with the increase of the concentration of the filler.

On other hand, its depth, i.e., the RWF % range becomes shorter with increasing the filler
concentration. In other words, the length of the descending side, of the first step decreases with
decreasing the relative concentration of the matrix NBR rubber in the composite . Accordingly, it may
be assumed again that this later descending side is ascribed mainly to the decomposition, i.e., pyrolysis
of the NBR rubber . The composite after NBR decomposition would be composed mainly of PTFE.
Apparently, the pyroKsis of this latter has resulted in appearance of the second step as its descending
side becomes longer with increasing the concentration of PTFE in the composite . Moreover, the
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temperature corresponding to the beginning moves towards lower values, i.e., thepyrolysis of PTFE
starts at a lower temperature with increasing its concentration in the composite. This later behavior has
resulted in decreasing the length of the quasi-perpendicular side of the second step . Apparently, the
protective action of the pyrolysis products from the first step, such as occluded gases, decreases with
the decrease of the relative concentration of the rubber NBR in the composite and hence the start of
decomposition of PTFE at lower temperature as mentioned before .

Doyle(5) proposed an index of thermal stability of experimental polymeric materials in terms of
decomposition temperature, referred to as the index of integral procedural decomposition
temperature" (ipdt). This index is empirical one and has a relationship to thermogravimetric analysis
in inert atmosphere and is based on the residual weight fraction (RWF) of the tested polymer up to 900
°C, as it is expected that all organic based materials would volatile completely below 900°C, Moreover,
this index may show whether the decomposition occur in a single step or in several consecutive steps
which can been determined on the basis of the whole shape of TGA curve.

The values of TA* and ( ipdt ) which were calculated according to equ.[2], and [3]
respectively are represented in Tab.(l) . Also, Table (1) gives the values of (ipdt) for NBR rubber
samples irradiated at constant dose of 100 kGy and also included in the table is the value of (ipdt) for
the unloaded but irradiated reference sample. It can be seen that the values of (ipdt) increase by
increasing the content of PTFE powder. The (ipdt) value for unloaded sample and that of loaded one
with 100 phr is 417.06 °C and 477.90 °C respectively. These results indicated that thermal stability of
maximum loaded sample by 100 phr PTFE increases by about 60.84 °C with respect to that of unloaded
one. For unloaded sample and unirradiated, the (ipdt) value equals 403.40 °C as can be seen from
Tab.(l). Then it may be concluded that the latter sample showed the lowest thermal stability. This
empirically calculated value of ( ipdt ) temperature is in accordance with the value determined
experimentally from the data given in Fig.(l) as the value of RWF decrease abruptly at ~ 405 °C. This
latter temperature is almost the same for samples of unloaded NBR composite, whether irradiated or
non-irradiated. On other hand, the Doyle's empirical method has predicated that the decomposition of
unloaded but irradiated composites would decompose at 417.06 °C, i.e., at temperature relatively higher
than that corresponding to unloaded and unirradiated ones of 403.4 °C. Such expectation would be in
accord with the assumption that induced crosslinking may lead to higher decomposition temperature.
Experimentally however, this is not the case as mentioned before and can be seen from Fig.(l).

The values given for TA*, i.e., the empirically estimated end-of-volatilization temperatures are
444.16 °C and 454.02 °C for unloaded composite samples whether unirradiated or irradiated
respectively. The corresponding experimental value, however, is the same for both samples and
corresponds to about 500 °C. Apparently, the occurrence of other ingredients in the rubber composite
such as ZnO, PpN, MD and other have lead to the experimentally determined higher temperature with
respect to the empirically estimated ones. From the data given in Tab. (1), it may be seen that the value
of estimated (ipdt) temperature varies between 436.47 °C for composites loaded with 20 phr of PTFE
and 477.90 °C for composites loaded with 100 phr of teflon. The corresponding experimental values
varies between about ~ 405 °C and ~ 440 °C, as can be seen from the experimental data illustrated in
Fig. (2). Whereas a comparable range of ~ 37 ± 5 °C is obtained in both cases, the range itself has
shifted to lower values in case of experimentally one. On other hand, the estimated values for TA* has
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changed from 493.52 °C to 513.08 °C for the same range of loading with PTFE. In case of the
experimentally determined values, however, the corresponding end-of-volatilization temperature lies at ~
500 °C.

From the above mentioned results which are either empirically calculated or experimentally
investigated, it may be noticed that the thermal stability of prepared composites increases by increasing
the content of PTFE powder in the composites. This may be attributed by the fact that PTFE possess
higher thermal stability than the other component of the composite. It is known that substitution of
macromolecular hydrocarbon compounds affects its thermal stability. The energy of C - C bonds
generally decreases with increasing the number of substituents e.g. CH3 group in the chain. PTFE offers
an exception of this general rule as substitution of fluorine for hydrogen increases its thermal stability.
PTFE, therefore, is being considered as very thermostable polymer as it does tttit decompose before
heating at temperature higher than 400 °C(6).

Table (2) The change of ' ipdt' for NBR rubber samples unleaded and loaded with PTFE powder
irradiated with 100 kGv.

PTFE

phr.

0

0

20

60

80

100

Dose

kGv

0

100

100

100

100

100

A*

0.7016

0.7045

0.8132

0.7812

0.8398

0.8167

K*

0.9018

0.9133

0.8726

0.8997

0.9112

0.9271

T A \ °C

444.16

454.02

493.52

499.12

507.95

513.08

ipdt, °C

403.40

417.06

436.47

451.97

464.90

477.90

Effect of fuels on NBR composite

NBR rubber is used specifically in applications where solvent or oil resistance is required. This
resistance has been followed up by measuring its change of weight %, as a function of the degree of
loading with PTFE, when immersed in different fuels for different time periods but at the same
temperature degree, namely, 100 °C. The dose of irradiation was kept constant at 100 kGy. Relatively
high temperature is used; namely 100 °C when following the effect of fuels on PTFE loaded NBR
because such temperatures could be encountered in different engines such as car's motor. Moreover,
the irradiation dose of 100 kGy has been applied as at this dose the PTFE scrap reached its leveling
values of molecular weight decrease and crystallinity increase.

Figure (3) shows the relation between the change of weight of NBR samples and PTFE powder
content in these rubber samples. PTFE of particle size of 125um was used. The loaded as well as
unloaded rubber samples were immersed in different fuels, namely A , B , C , and D for 22 hours at
100 °C . All samples were irradiated previously with constant dose of 100 kGy, i.e. before being
immersed in different fuel solution. It can be seen from the figure that the change of weight values
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decreases slowly and almost; linearly for all samples with increasing the content of PTFE powder.
Moreover, it may be observed that the values of change of weight corresponding to fuels B , C , and D
lie relatively close to each other. On other hand the values of change of weight in case of fuel A lie
distinct from values of other fuels and are less in magnitude. The values of change of weight of samples
having the same PTFE content and immersed in these fuels decreased as follow: Fuel A < Fuel B <
Fuel C < Fuel D, respectively.

For fuel A, the change of weight % for NBR rubber samples ranged from 25 % for unloaded
rubber to 12.5 % for 100 phr loaded rubber with PTFE. In case of fuel B, the change of weight % for
NBR rubber was found to occur between 42.5 % for rubber free teflon and

25 % for the 100 phr loaded rubber. For fuel C, the change of weight % for NBR rubber samples
ranged from 49.8% to 27.7 % for 0.0 and 100 phr PTFE content respectively. The change of weight
% for NBR rubber samples when immersed in fuel D ranged from 52.3 % for unloaded rubber to 31 %
for 100 phr PTFE loaded rubber.

The NBR used in this investigation has a commercial name Krynac and is characterized by
having acrylonitrile content of 40%. In other words, this kind of rubber contains a relatively high
content of acrylonitrile component. This is very important as it known that resonance stabilization of the
nitrile group of acrylonitrile results in its occurrence in the form of dipoles which may attract each other
forming a kind of physical bonding. Hence, the higher the content of acrylonitrile the higher the degree
of physical attraction between the dipoles of the - C sN groups and the higher the resistance to swelling
of the rubber when immersed in fluids. Hence, the usage of this kind of rubber in this investigation is
justified. Moreover, resistance to swelling would also occur by the chemical crosslinking induced in the
rubber component by gamma irradiation; it will increase with increasing the density of crosslinks in the
rubber phase. Apparently, the kind of fuel used affected also the change ofwt% of rubber, i.e., its
swelling property. Generally, it is known fact that the extent of swelling increases considerably with
increasing the aromatic content in the hydrocarbon fluid(7) . This is in accordance with the results
obtained in this investigation as the change of weight % increases, for the same degree of PTFE
loading, with increasing the toluene content in the fuel, i.e., from fuel B to fuel D .

As indicated before, PTFE is being considered as inactive filler and is being used due to its very
low value of its friction coefficient(0.05 ), and hence its suitability as solid lubricant. Therefore, its
incorporation in the composite prepared would lead to dilution of the rubber content, i.e. NBR. As a
consequence of this dilution effect, the amount of rubber left to absorb the fluid will decrease with
increasing the content of PTFE in the composite. Hence, the observed decrease in the change
of weight %, i.e., increase of swelling resistance, with increasing the PTFE filler content is obtained as
shown in Fig.(3).

The results obtained for other immersion times, namely, 46 , 70 and 94 hours, under the
same experimental of irradiation dose and heating temperature, are shown in figures 4 , 5 , and 6
respectively. It can be seen that the variation of change of weight % as a function of the PTFE content
in the composite is generally the same as one described before in Fig. (3). The values obtained for fuel
A lie relatively lower than those obtained for other fluids of B , C and D values obtained for the latter
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three fluids lie close to each other. Moreover, the values for the change of weight % for all fluids
decrease with increasing the content of PTFE in the composite whereas it increase from fluid A to fluid
D for the same content of filler. Therefore, the discussion given before for the results shown in figure
(3) is also valid for the data presented in figures 4 , 5 and 6.

The results which were discussed before show considerable variation in change of wt % for
NBR rubber samples unloaded and loaded with different concentration of PTFE when immersed in
different fuels for different hours. Table (3) show the collective data obtained for the change of weight
% of NBR samples whether unloaded or loaded with 100 phr PTFE

Table (3) Change of weight % for NBR samples unloaded and loaded with 100 phr PTFE, immersed in
* fuels for different hours.

Hours of
immersion

^ . P T F E

Fuel\^

A

B

C

D

22 h

Ophr

25

42.5

49.8

52.3

100 phr

12.5

25

27.7

31

46 h

Ophr

25

45.4

50

55.7

100 phr

13.4

25.5

27.8

31.4

70 h

Ophr

25

46.2

50.4

56.3

100 phr

14.3

26.2

28.5

31.2

94 h

Ophr

26.2

47.4

55.5

55.5

100 phr

145

27.4

29.5

32

The difference between the data shown in the last four figures can be visualized by presenting
the change of weight % as a function of filler content for the same fluid but for different immersion
times.

This is shown in figures 7 , 8 , 9 and 10 for fluids A , B , C and D respectively.

From the data given in Fig. (7), it may be assumed that equilibrium swelling has been reached for
samples having PTFE up to 60 phr, as the values lie close to each other. For PTFE content higher
than 60 phr, however, the equilibrium swelling has not been reached at lower immersion times of 22
and 46 hours.

The data shown in Figs.(8), (9), and (10) indicate the range for variation of values of change
of weight % increase with increasing the content of toluene in the fluid. Moreover, equilibrium
swelling has not been reached as the values of weight change % also increase with increasing immersion
times for the same content of filler.

The swelling character of NBR (60 / 40) rubber when immersed in different fluids as seen from
the results presented in figures (3) to (6) and figures (7) to (10), may be discussed in terms of one of the
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Fig.(7) Change of weight of NBR samples immersed in fuel A at different
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Fig.(9) Change of weight of NBR sample immersed in fuel C at different
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Fig.(10) Change of weight of NBR samples immersed in fuel D at different
hours(100 °C) as a function of PTFE filler content.
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simplest base of chemistry, namely, " like dissolves like ". Qualitatively and based on thermodynamic
treatment carried out by Hildebrand and Scott(3), it has been found that a polymer would dissolve in a
solvent when both components posses approximately the same cohesive energy density (c.e.d) which is a
measure of heat of vaporization per cm3. The (c.e.d) is related to solubility parameter, 8 by the simple
relation '' : 6 = Vc.c.d Accordingly, it would be expected that a rubber vulcanizate will resist swelling
in fluids which have solubility parameter that are different, by at least one unit, from the value of
rubber vulcanizate.

The solubility parameter of NBR rubber has been found(10) to increase with its acrylonitrile
content, e.g. for NBR (75 / 25 ), 8, = 9.5 (cal / cm3 )05 whereas for NBR (60 / 40), 82 = 10.3 (cal /
cm3 )05 The value reported for isooctane is S3 = 6.85 ( cal / cm3 )"5 whereas that for toluene is 54 =
8.9 (cal / cm3 ) 0 3 . The higher the difference between the two solubility parameter of NBR rubber and
the fluid in which it has been immersed, the higher the resistance of NBR rubber to swell in that fluid. In
case of fluid A which is composed of 90 % iso-octane and 10 %

n-heptane it would be possible to take the value of solubility parameter for iso-octane to represent its
solubility parameter. The difference between 82 and 8 ; amounts to 3.45 units. Hence, the resistance
of NBR vulcanizate to swell in fluid A is expected to be high which is the case from the obtained results
presented in figures (3 - 6). Substitution of toluene to a certain volume of fluid A would lead to
increase in value of S3 of resultant fluid. The difference between 82 a S3 would be less than obtained
before in the first case. Hence, it can be assumed that the resistance to swelling will decrease with
increasing the content of toluene in the fluid. This is in accordance with the results illustrated before as
the change in weight % increases from fluid B to fluid D with increasing the toluene content from 30 to
50 wt % respectively.
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